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TT No.67: Stephen Harris - Tuesday 14 November 2006; SL Division I S+W; 

Thatcham Town 2-3 Winchester City. Attendance: 146; Admission £7.00; 

Programme issued; FGIF Match Rating: 3*. 

My midweek football plans for this week were to treat myself to an international 

game at Brisbane Road; DR Congo vs Albania on the Wednesday evening, the first 

full international ever to be played at the stadium. But hearing yesterday 

afternoon that this game had been cancelled, I reached for the small print at the 

back of the Non-League Paper to find a Tuesday fixture instead. Thatcham seemed 

to fit the bill and would give me a chance to watch two teams in action which I 

had never seen play before. 

Thatcham Town have been covered twice briefly by Barry Neighbour on this 

website before, most recently in TT231 of last season. Lakeside Park, Thatcham is 

an exceptionally easy venue to reach in midweek for London-based spectators as it 

lies almost adjacent to Thatcham station, which has a very good service from 

Paddington. It seems odd that I have never been here before. After refreshing 

myself in the Swan, I strolled up to the ground. It was immediately obvious that 

this was a well-run club. I was greeted by torch-wielding car park attendants, 

there were stewards in yellow bibs, ball-boys and seemingly dozens of chaps in 

club blazers to welcome me to the ground. Volunteers appear to be no problem 

here. Such are the benefits of being the only senior club in a town. The majority of 

the inner-City clubs near where I live struggle to find anyone at all to fill these 

roles. 

The ground dates from 1992 and still has a new feel to it. There is a very large, 

modern club house and a decent, cantilevered stand on the south side with a 

capacity for around 300 in blue and white plastic seats. Although sited a little 

further back from the pitch than is average, this stand provided a good view. 

Unexpectedly, there are around 40 more, uncovered green seats in two small 

blocks on the far side. The remainder of the ground offers flat, hard standing 

behind a stout wooden barrier of good height. A refreshment bar provided the 

usual bog-standard football nosh. A garden shed labelled ‘Thatcham Town Club 

Shop’ did not open on the night. 

The crowd was swelled to a season’s highest for a league match by a good away 

following, who brightened up one end with a selection of red and black banners. 

One advertised the presence of the “Bus Shelter Band”, but unfortunately, they 

seemed to have left their instruments at home. In fact, the crowd proved to be 

rather quiet, Chelsea-style. 

The two teams were well-matched – surprisingly given the wide gap in league 

status. A draw seemed the most likely outcome, but with three minutes to go 

Thatcham were holding on to a 2-1 advantage. Winchester equalised in the 88th 

minute and then, rather fortuitously, scored a winner in injury time; only their 



second league win of the season. This continued Winchester’s good run of results 

here, dating back into Wessex League days. It was refreshing to see such a clean 

game, played in a good spirit. 

A reasonable match programme sold for £1 at the turnstiles. 
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